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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

1. On  31  December  1998,  the  Republic  of  Barancasia  (“Barancasia”)  and  the  Federal 

Republic of Cogitatia (“Cogitatia”) concluded  an  Agreement  for  the  Promotion  and 

Reciprocal Protection of Investments (the “BIT”). In 2002, Vasiuki LLC was incorporated 

under the laws of Cogitatia which has been engaged in the business of small scale fossil 

fuel and wind turbine generation facilities in Cogitatia, initially focused on small gas 

turbine and wind turbine installations, often used in remote applications. For the first four 

years of its operations, it worked as a “turnkey” provider of engineering and plant 

construction. However, in late 2006, Vasiuki began operating its own wind farm 

properties.  

2. On 1 May 2004, Barancasia and Cogitatia joined the EU. After this, Barancasia’s 

Government reviewed its Intra-European Union BIT, concluding that they had become 

obsolete. On 15  November  2006,  Barancasia  announced  its  intention  to  terminate  its  

Intra- European BITs.  On 11 December 2006, the Government of Barancasia formally 

resolved to terminate all its Intra-EU BITs.  

3. In 2007, aware that Barancasia was making strides in promoting renewable energy 

sources, Vasiuki began monitoring the Barancasian legislative process. On 29 June 2007, 

Barancasia notified the Federal Republic of Cogitatia of its intention to immediately 

terminate the Cogitatia-Barancasia BIT. On  28  September  2007,  the  Minister  of  

Foreign  Affairs  of  Cogitatia  replied  to Barancasia’s notification to terminate the BIT. 

Subsequently it removed the BIT with Cogitatia from its Ministry of Finance website. 

4. In May 2009, Vasiuki purchased land plots in Barancasia and decided to launch an 

experimental solar project, calling it “Alfa”. On 1 January 2010, solar panels of the Alfa 

project became operational, but operated under heavy losses. There appeared to be no 

future for the Alfa project, but Vasiuki managers became aware of the Barancasia’s 

proposed LRE, considering the green subsidies will provide hope for Alfa’s survival.  

5. In May 2010, Barancasia adopted the LRE, which aimed at encouraging the development 

of renewable energy technology, improving security and diversification of energy supply, 

as well as protecting the environment. The LRE encouraged production of energy from 

renewable sources by state measures until the share of electricity generated from 

renewable sources amounts to no less than 20 percent as compared with the country’s 

gross consumption of energy including development of photovoltaic power plants by 

fixing general “feed-in tariffs” for renewable energy providers who receive a license from  
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the BEA with the tariff announced and applicable at the time of the issuance of a license 

would apply for twelve guaranteeing that the feed-in tariff applicable at the time of the 

issuance of a license would apply for twelve years.  

6. The LRE was implemented through the Regulation on the Support of Photovoltaic Sector 

adopted by the Government of Barancasia (“Photovoltaic Support Regulation”), which 

provided that the feed-in tariff for photovoltaic power plants whose installed capacity does 

not exceed 30 kW was to be calculated and announced publicly by the BEA and such 

calculation should take into account a variety of factors. On 1 July 2010 the BEA 

announced publicly the fixed feed-in tariff: 0.44 EUR/kWh on the premise that the 

average annual return on investment for licensed renewable projects should be 8%.  

7. Vasiuki application for license for Alfa project was denied by the BEA denied this request 

on 25 August 2010 because a fixed feed-in tariff would only be available for new projects, 

not for existing ones; nothing in LRE itself stated this limitation. Vasiuki assumed, based 

on its reading of the LRE and Regulations, that it should have been entitled to the fixed 

feed-in tariff. However, it obtained the license for its another project-Beta. On 21 

November 2010, a Barancasian Foreign Ministry spokesperson responded to a press 

question about Barancasia’s approach for its Intra-EU BITs saying that no official 

confirmation to terminate the BIT has been received from Cogitatia. 

8. During 2011, a groundbreaking technology was developed, reducing the cost of 

development of solar power panels resulting in a dramatic increase in the profits of 

investments made. These profitable opportunities resulted in BEA received over 7000 

applications for licenses to develop new photovoltaic power plants. Hence, Vasiuki 

decided, building on its efforts from the Alpha and Beta projects, to launch 12 more 

photovoltaic projects using the new and cheaper technology. Thereafter, Vasiuki 

borrowed substantial sums of money from banks, acquired several land plots suitable for 

the development of photovoltaic power plants, and obtained construction permits.  

9. From the beginning of 2012, Government of Barancasia realized that the LRE was a 

mistake admitting that guaranteed profits for 12 years amounted to unfair windfall and 

that the whole renewable energy support scheme was unsustainable. The local media 

regularly highlighted the excessive profits of the solar developers and abundant 

possibilities for the abuse of the green subsidies scheme.  

10. They determined that it was not even physically and financially possible to connect 7000 

new users to the national electricity grid because if all applications for feed-in tariff were 

approved, up to 15% of state revenues would be diverted to finance solar feed-in tariffs, a 
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higher share than public financial allocations to Barancasia’s educational system.  

11. Furthermore, Barancasia could not borrow the necessary amounts for the maintenance of 

the existing renewable energy support system and the guaranteed feed-in tariffs, because 

that would require it to exceed its EU-mandated borrowing limits for the relevant years. In 

an interview dated 5 May 2012, the Prime Minister of Barancasia discussed the 

government’s success terminating Intra-EU BITs.19 There is no record of any Cogitatian 

Government response or comment to the interview.  

12. In June 2012, outraged teachers of Barancasia organized national strikes demanding an 

increase of salaries and educational funding saying that the teachers deserve better 

treatment than solar panels. On 1 July 2012, Vasiuki obtained licenses from the BEA for 

the development of all 12 photovoltaic power plants with an approved 0.44 EUR/kWh 

feed-in tariff and started the development of photovoltaic power plants.  

13. On 3 January 2013, the Barancasian Parliament adopted an amendment to Article 4 of 

LRE providing that the feed-in tariffs set by the Barancasia Energy Authority may be 

reviewed annually for adjustment taking into account the costs of the best available 

technology. Subsequently, the BEA calculated and announced the new fixed feed-in 

tariffs: 0.15 EUR/kWh, applicable from 1 January 2013. By that time Vasiuki had made 

considerable investments of its own and borrowed money into the 12 new solar power 

plant projects. 

 

-TIMELINE OF EVENTS- 

 

Date  Event  

31st December 1998 Conclusion of BIT between Barancasia and 

Cogitatia 

1st August, 2002 The BIT was entered into force  

1st May 2004 Barancasia and Cogitatia joined the EU 

15 November 2006 Barancasia declares its intention to terminate 

intra-EU BITs 

11 December 2006 Barancasia formally  

resolved to terminate all its Intra-EU BITs 

2007 Barancasia has endeavoured to meet 

ambitious EU climate and energy  
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targets 

29 June 2007 Barancasia notified the Federal Republic of 

Cogitatia terminating BIT 

28 September 2007 Cogitatia notified Barancasia’s notification to 

terminate the BIT 

28 November 2008 Barancasia removed the BIT with Cogitatia 

from its Ministry of  

Finance website 

May 2009 Vasiuki purchased land plots in Barancasia 

Vasiuki purchased land plots in Barancasia Solar panels of the Alfa project became 

operational 

May 2010 Barancasia adopted the LRE 

1 July 2010 BEA announced publicly the fixed feed-in 

tariff 

25 August 2010 BEA denied Vasiuki request for a license for 

the Alfa project 

25 August 2010 Vasiuki successfully obtained a license with a 

for its project-Beta 

30 January 2011 Beta became operational  

21 November 2010 Barancasia speaks to the media about its  

approach for its Intra-EU BITs 

2011 Cheaper Technology developed for making 

solar panels 

2012 Government of Barancasia realized that the 

LRE was a mistake 

5 May 2012 Prime Minister of Barancasia discussed the  

Government’s success terminating Intra-EU 

BITs. 

June 2012 Teachers of Barancasia organized national 

strikes 

1 July 2012 Vasiuki obtained licenses for the 

development of all 12 photovoltaic power 

plants 
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3 January 2013 Barancasian Parliament adopted an 

amendment to Article 4 of LRE 

1 January 2013 New fixed feed-in tariffs come into force 

31 January 2013 Equipment to be shipped for new solar power 

plant projects 
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ARGUMENTS 

 

-JURISDICTION- 

I. THE TRIBUNAL HAS JURISDICTION OVER THE DISPUTE 

The Claimants submit that the Tribunal has the requisite jurisdiction over the dispute as the 

Cogitatia-Barancasia BIT (hereinafter BIT) has not been terminated in accordance with 

Article 59 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of treaties (hereinafter VCLT) [A] and the 

BIT has not been terminated validly under Article 13 of the BIT [B]. 

A. The BIT has not been terminated in accordance with Article 59 of the VCLT. 

The Claimants submit that the BIT has not become obsolete due to the accession of the states 

to the European Union as per the applicability of Article 59 of the VCLT, which provides for:  

 (1) A treaty shall be considered as terminated if all the parties to it conclude a later treaty 

relating to the same subject matter and: 

(a) it appears from the later treaty or is otherwise established that the parties intended that the 

matter should be governed by that treaty; or 

(b) the provisions of the later treaty are so far incompatible with those of the earlier one that 

the two treaties are not capable of being applied at the same time.1 

A.1. The BIT and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union 

(hereinafter TFEU) do not cover the same subject matter 

The VCLT requires that both treaties “relate to” the same subject matter.2 If particular 

conduct is such as to attract the application of both treaties, then the treaties relate to the same 

subject matter.3 The Tribunal in Eastern Sugar v. Czech Republic had rejected the claim with 

respect to the absence of jurisdiction due to the accession of the two states in question to the 

TFEU.4 Discussing the inter-play between the two treaties, the Tribunal had noted that there 

is no conflict between arbitration provisions in intra-EU BITs and EU law, nor do they share 

the same subject-matter or legal nature.5 The TFEU is not specifically aimed at investment 

                                                
1 Article 59, Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, entered into force Jan. 27, 1980, 1155 U.N.T.S. 33. 
2 A Ramanujan, Conflicts over Conflict: Preventing Fragmentation of International Law, Trade, Law and 
Development, Vol. 1, No. 1, 2009 (Exhibit R-51) 
3 UN International Law Commission (hereafter “ILC”), Study Group of the ILC, Fragmentation of International 
Law: Difficulties Arising from the Diversification andExpansion of International Law, U.N. Doc. A/CN.4/L.682, 
13 April 2006, pp. 129-131. 
4 Eastern Sugar BV (Netherlands) v. Czech Republic, SCC Case No. 088/2004. 
5 Ibid; European Commission v Slovak Republic, ECJ, Case C-264/09 (15 September 2011) 
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protection and there are only relative and no absolute standard of protection guaranteed within 

its framework.6  

A.2. The BIT and TFEU are not incompatible with each other 

Various Tribunals while accepting the coverage of similar ‘subject matter’ have stated that 

Intra-EU Treaties and the TFEU although offer ‘unequal rights’ but are not inherently 

incompatible with each other.7 Further protecting the rights guaranteed under a Bilateral 

Investment Treaty, the Tribunal in Eureko v. Czech Republic had established that even if there 

lies any incompatibility, this may not be the reason for cancelling the Claimant’s rights under 

the BIT8, and that the rights cannot be forfeited to safeguard the Respondent against any 

confliction of obligations under two treaties.9 Given that the BIT does not contain any 

reference to the EU or to accession, it could not be assumed that, by accession to the EU, 

either party sought to amend or otherwise detract from the application of the BIT.10 

Moreover, Article 207 of TFEU does not include intra EU investment and Exclusive 

competence of EU over Foreign Direct Investment only deals with Extra EU BIT.11 The 

European Commission’s proposal of Common European Investment Policy expressly 

excludes intra EU BIT and that the lack of legislative initiative for harmonizing investment 

protection in the internal market confirms non-inclusion of Intra EU investment under Article 

207.12 It is also noted that Article 8 of the BIT does not undermine the EU legal Order as 

Article 344 of the TFEU is directed to Member States, rather than to individuals and the 

resulting award will not be outside the purview of EU legal order as it will be reviewed by 

national courts during enforcement.13 

B. The BIT has not been terminated validly under Article 13 of the BIT. 

Article 13 of the BIT provides for a freezing period of 10 years within which the treaty cannot 

be terminated.14 Analogous provisions may also be found in Dutch BITs or Article 22 of the 

US Model-BIT, the interpretation of which mandatorily enforces the applicability of the treaty 

                                                
6 Mark Bungenbung, European Yearbook on International Economic Law: International Investment and EU 
Law, Springer, 2011. 
7 Eastern Sugar BV (Netherlands) v. Czech Republic, SCC Case No. 088/2004. 
8 Eureko v. Czech Republic, P CA Case No. 20081 3, ¶ 192, 226. 
9 Ibid, ¶ 267 
10 Micula v Romania, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/20. 
11 Mark Bungenbung, European Yearbook on International Economic Law: International Investment and EU 
Law, Springer, 2011. 
12 Ibid.  
13 Ibid.  
14 Article 13(2), Cogitatia-Barancasia BIT. 
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for a certain freezing period.15 The notice provided by the Respondent State16 since falling 

within this freezing period does not amount to a valid intimation of its intention to terminate 

the treaty. Furthermore, Article 65 of the VCLT enunciates the procedure for termination of a 

treaty, of which an essential component is the indication of the reasons for such termination17, 

which is absent in the present dispute invalidating the procedure taken up by the Respondent 

State to terminate the BIT. Article 54 of the VCLT establishes that a treaty may be terminated 

by mutual consent of all the parties after due consultation.18  The Claimants submit that in the 

present dispute, since mutual consent of both the contracting States is absent19, the BIT was 

not validly terminated, thereby giving the present tribunal the adequate jurisdiction over the 

dispute.  

-MERITS- 

II. THE RESPONDENT’S ACTIONS ARE NOT EXEMPTED ON THE BASIS THAT THEY WERE 

NECESSARY IN ORDER TO MEET ITS ECONOMIC AND RENEWABLE ENERGY OBJECTIVES 

AND TO ADHERE TO ITS EU OBLIGATIONS 

A.  Nature of the doctrine of ‘necessity’  

Article 25 of the ILC Articles20 is widely accepted as the representative expression of the 

necessary doctrine in customary international law. 21  As is evident from the negative 

language22 cast in Article 25, the necessity doctrine may only be used in exceptional 

circumstances, and thus there are stringent conditions23 which must be met for successful 

invocation of this doctrine. Furthermore, the language of Article 25 also establishes that the 

conditions are cumulative,24 which, in practice, makes the threshold for the necessity doctrine 

harder to fulfil since failure to meet even one condition can bar the application of the 

necessity doctrine.25  

                                                
15 Jonathan Bonnitcha,  Substantive Protection under Investment Treaties ( Cambridge University Press, New 
York) 2014. 
16 Annex 7.1, Moot Problem. 
17 Article 65, Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, entered into force Jan. 27, 1980, 1155 U.N.T.S. 33. 
18 Article 54, Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, entered into force Jan. 27, 1980, 1155 U.N.T.S. 33. 
19 Jeswald W. Salacuse, The Law of Investment Treaties (Oxford University Press, London) 2010. 
20 I.L.C., Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, G.A. U.N. Doc. A/56/10 
(2001)  
21 Avidan Kent and Alexandra R. Harrington, The Plea of Necessity Under Customary International Law: A 
Critical Review in light of the Argentine Cases, page 248. 
22 Gabcíkovo-Nagymaros Project, page 40, para. 51. 
23 C. Wolff, Jus gentium methodo scientifica pertractatum (1764) (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1934), pp. 173–174; 
and E. de Vattel, The Law of Nations or the Principles of Natural Law (1758) (Washington, D.C., Carnegie 
Institution, 1916), vol. III, p. 149. 
24 A.K. Bjorklund, ‘Emergency exceptions: State of necessity and force majeure’ in P. Muchlinski, F. Ortino and 
C. Schreuer (eds.), Oxford Handbook of International Investment Law (Oxford University Press 2008), p. 459.  
25 I.L.C., Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, G.A. U.N. Doc. A/56/10 
(2001). 
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B. Essential elements for invoking plea of necessity not met  

The conditions for the application of the defence26 of ‘necessity’ can be divided into two 

categories27. The first category relates to the balancing of conflicting interests at stake28 and 

the second category consists of conditions of absolute preclusion of the possibility of 

invoking the defence29. In this regard, it is submitted that the conditions enshrined under the 

two categories that are essential for successful invocation of the defence of necessity have not 

been met in the present case and therefore, the Respondent must be precluded from exercising 

the said defence.  

B.1  Absence of a ‘grave and imminent peril’ 

It is submitted that a qualifying peril under this element of the necessity doctrine has to be 

‘extremely grave and imminent’ 30  and a ‘measure of uncertainty’ in this regard is 

unacceptable31. Additionally, with regard to the degree of certitude required to establish a 

claim for such peril, the ICJ had observed that a state of necessity could not exist without a 

peril duly established at the relevant point in time and the mere apprehension of a possible 

‘peril’ could not suffice in that respect.32 Similarly, in the instant case, the grim possibility of 

an economic crisis and a potential disruption of public order in the Respondent State do not 

qualify the high threshold33 essential to invoke the plea of necessity. It may be noted that the 

claims of an unfair windfall gain to the investors are merely speculative in nature as there has 

been no official government statement making an admission to that effect.34 Furthermore, the 

strikes by teachers have been peaceful and no violent acts have been recorded in connection 

with the said strikes.35 Consequently, it is submitted that the potential peril highlighted by the 

Respondent in light of the circumstances is not severe enough to be considered as a ‘grave 

and imminent’ peril.  

B.2  Measures not the only means available for resolving the peril  

                                                
26 James Crawford, Alain Pellet and Simon Olleson, The Law of International Responsibility (Oxford University 
Press, London) 2010. 
27 Ian Laird, The Emergency Exception and the State of Necessity, page 240. 
28 Article 25(1), I.L.C., Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, G.A. U.N. 
Doc. A/56/10 (2001). 
29 Article 25(2), I.L.C., Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, G.A. U.N. 
Doc. A/56/10 (2001) 
30 Roberto Ago, ILC Yearbook (1980), page 20; Enron Corporation and Ponderosa Assets, L.P. v. Argentine 
Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/3, para. 306. 
31 I.L.C., Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, G.A. U.N. Doc. A/56/10 
(2001). 
32 Gabčĭkovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v. Slovakia) 1997 I.C.J. 7 (Apr. 9), para. 42. 
33 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. The Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, para. 305. 
34 Procedural Order No. 3, Question 3, page 61.  
35 Procedural Order No. 2, Question 17, page 59. 
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It is submitted that it must be impossible for the peril to be averted by any other means, even 

one which is much more onerous but which can be adopted without a breach of international 

obligations.36 Once another solution that is lawful or will have a lesser effect on the 

Claimant’s injury is available, the Respondent’s claim of necessity will not be upheld37 even 

if it may be more costly or less convenient.38 Furthermore, the CMS39 and Enron40 tribunals 

clarified that this condition does not require the tribunal to assess the merits of any ‘other 

means’ but only their availability. In the present case, the existence of various other means to 

resolve and avert the potential peril excludes the use of the necessity doctrine. The 

Respondent had the option of financing the support scheme by increasing taxes, temporarily 

diverting funds from other sectors or by proportionately increasing the price of electricity sold 

to the consumers. Moreover, the Respondent could have restricted the application of the 

amendment to prospective investors only. As a result, it is submitted that the existence of 

alternative means, even if seemingly onerous on the consumers, preclude the Respondent 

from invoking the plea of necessity in the instant case. 

B.3  The Respondent State itself ‘contributed’ to the creation of the peril 

Even if the tribunal finds that the qualifying peril in the instant is extremely grave and 

imminent, it is submitted that the Respondent has substantially contributed in causing the said 

peril to occur and hence, it cannot be allowed to gain from its own mistake. The accepted 

rationale of this condition is that the wrongdoer should not benefit when it causes a crisis to 

occur and that the State cannot take legal advantage of its own fault.41 The ILC has explained 

that a contribution may be either by act or by omission, and must rise to a level which is 

‘sufficiently substantial and not merely incidental or peripheral’. 42  In the Gabcíkovo-

Nagymaros Project43 case, the ICJ considered that the State had “helped, by act or omission 

to bring about” the situation of alleged necessity and hence, it could not then rely on that 

situation as a circumstance precluding wrongfulness. It is submitted that the objective of the 

LRE was to encourage development of renewable energy technology44, which acted as the 

                                                
36 Libyan Arab Foreign Investment Company and the Republic of Burundi, International Law Reports, vol. 96 
(1994), p. 319. 
37 Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, ICJ Advisory 
Opinion, para. 140. 
38 International Law Commission, Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, 
G.A. U.N. Doc. A/56/10 (2001), Commentary, para. 25. 
39 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. The Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, para. 351. 
40 Enron Corporation and Ponderosa Assets, L.P. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/3, para. 308. 
41 Enron Corporation and Ponderosa Assets, L.P. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/3, para. 311. 
42 ILC Yearbook, 2001, p. 84. 
43 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. The Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, para. 57. 
44 Para. 14, page 20, Moot Problem. 
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basis for the Respondent’s decision to announce a fixed feed-in tariff for a period of twelve 

years.45 The Respondent’s omission to envisage reduction in costs of development of solar 

panels46 has caused the said peril to occur and hence, the Respondent cannot be allowed to 

take legal excuse for a peril clearly attributable to its own domestic policies. 

C.  The Respondent is under a duty to compensate the Claimant as per 

Article 27 of the ILC Articles for the material loss caused due to the Amendment 

Even if the tribunal is inclined to find that the Respondent’s actions are excused through a 

claim of necessity, it is submitted that the successful invocation of the defence of necessity 

‘does not exclude the duty to compensate’.47 It may be noted that the duty to compensate 

arises from the rationale of avoiding the imposition of an economic burden on an innocent 

investor 48  and that State relying on a circumstance precluding wrongfulness should 

nonetheless be expected to make good any material loss suffered. 49  An overview of 

international cases which have dealt with emergency situations and the demand for 

compensation indicates a tendency to award compensation despite the existence of an 

emergency.50 Therefore, it is submitted that the Respondent is under a duty to adequately 

compensate the Claimant for the material loss caused as a result of the Amendment.  

III. THE RESPONDENT’S ADMINISTRATIVE AND REGULATORY MEASURES IN RESPECT OF 

THE LRE AMOUNT TO A BREACH OF THE COGITATIA-BARANCASIA BIT, IN PARTICULAR, 

THE FAIR AND EQUITABLE TREATMENT STANDARD 

The Claimant submits that the Respondent has breached its obligations under the Bilateral 

Investment Treaty between the Federal Republic of Cogitatia and Republic of Barancasia. The 

Claimant submits that Article 2 of the BIT incorporates the obligation of the Respondent to 

promote and protect investments in its territory. Article 2(2) incorporates the obligations of 

full protection and security, fair and equitable treatment and Article 2(3) is referred to as the 

‘umbrella clause’ in the investment law jurisprudence.  

A.  Scope of Fair and Equitable Treatment (FET) Standard 

The concept of fair and equitable treatment cannot be confined to narrow limits of a 

definition. The Waguih Tribunal51 noted that the fair and equitable treatment standard is the 

                                                
45 Article 4, LRE, page 31, Moot Problem. 
46 Para. 25, Moot Problem, page 22.  
47 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. The Republic of Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8, para. 388. 
48 Gabčĭkovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary v. Slovakia) 1997 I.C.J. 7 (Apr. 9), para. 48. 
49 International Law Commission, Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, 
G.A. U.N. Doc. A/56/10 (2001), Commentary, page 25. 
50 S.W. Schill, ‘International Investment Law and the host State’s power to handle economic crisis: Comment on 
the ICSID decision in LG&E v. Argentina’, Journal of International Arbitration 24(3) (2007), 265, 282-4.  
51 Waguih Elie Siag v. the Arab Republic of Egypt (ICSID Case No. ARB/05/15). 
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broad requirement, the application of which depends on the particular facts of each case. It is, 

however, widely recognised that the ‘principle of good faith’ underlies fair and equitable 

treatment. Numerous arbitral tribunals have held that in international investment arbitration, 

the host State’s duty to respect the investor’s legitimate expectations arises from its more 

general duty to act in good faith towards foreigners.52 A similar opinion was taken by the 

OKO Tribunal53 which noted that an FET standard is difficult to define, in the abstract, as a 

matter of International law. However, its meaning significantly overlaps with the minimum 

standard under customary international law and hence, FET standard clearly provides a 

greater protection for the foreign investor. According to the minimum standard under 

customary international law, an investor is protected against the host state's fraud, bad faith, 

capricious and willful discrimination or where the host state “deprives an investor of acquired 

rights in a manner that leads to the unjust enrichment of the State”.54 Furthermore, the Neer 

Tribunal applied an FET standard under customary international law, requiring its breach to 

amount: “to an outrage, to bad faith, to willful neglect of duty or to an insufficiency of 

governmental action so far short of international standards that every reasonable and impartial 

man would readily recognize its insufficiency.55 Full protection and security includes the 

adverse effects of the amendments of the law or administrative actions on the investment56 

and in appropriate circumstances, it can extend beyond physical security.57 Therefore, full 

protection and security must also be granted against the excessive regulatory power of the 

state. The Waste Management Tribunal58 noted that customary international law standard of 

FET  refers to a conduct which is not unfair, arbitrary, unjust, and discriminatory and does not 

expose the investor to prejudices and does not involve lack of transparency in administrative 

process. The Mondev tribunal59 noted that State cannot fall below the standard of FET and 

any conduct not subscribing to the FET standard would necessarily fail.  

B.  Legitimate Expectations of the Claimant 

The Gaurachachi tribunal60 noted that expectations based on principles of Fair and Equitable 

Standard are reasonable and hence legitimate, even in the absence of specific promises by the 

                                                
52 Metalclad Corporation v. the United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/97/1, Award of 30 August 
2000, para 450. 
53 OKO OYJ v Estonia, (ICSID CASE NO. ARB/04/6). 
54 Ibid, para 238. 
55 Neer v. Mexico, 4 RIAA 60 (Gen. Cl. Commn 1926); 3 AD 213. 
56 CME v Czech Republic, UNCITRAL Arbitration, Partial Award 
57 Compañía de Aguas del Aconquija,. v. Argentine Republic, Award, 20 August 2007, ¶ 7.4.16. 
58 Waste Management Inc v united Mexican states, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/00/3. 
59 Mondev International v United States, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/ 99/2. 
60 Guaracachi America Inc  v Plurinational State of Bolivia, UNCITRAL, PCA Case No. 2011-17. 
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government. In Metalcad Corporation v Mexico, the tribunal noted that FET obligation 

requires that the state should maintain stable business and legal environment for investments. 

Foreign investors, under minimum standard of treatment under international law, are entitled 

that any changes in the law are consistent with the requirements of customary international 

law. Those standards incorporated under customary international law are meant to protect 

from the state’s egregious behavior.61 The host State is obligated to ensure that neither by way 

of amendment to its laws or by actions of its administrative bodies is the agreed security and 

protection withdrawn.62 The tribunal in TECMED v United Mexican States observed that 

regulatory predictability, duty of consistency, and preservation of legitimate expectations are 

important facets of the concept of fair and equitable treatment. Any failure to subscribe to 

such standards would violate the fair and equitable treatment obligation.63 The expectations of 

foreign investors certainly include the observation by the host State of such well-established 

fundamental standards as good faith, due process, and nondiscrimination and the stability of 

the legal and business framework is thus an essential element of fair and equitable treatment.  

Any investor has the expectation that the relevant applicable legal framework will not be 

disregarded or applied in an arbitrary manner. A willful disregard of the law or an arbitrary 

application of the same by the regulator constitutes a breach of the minimum standard, with 

no need to resort to the doctrine of legitimate expectations64. Legitimate expectations are 

fundamental element of the FET standard to test this standard, an investor can refer to 

elements in both the municipal legal order, and in applicable international law, as giving rise 

to its legitimate expectations65  

C. The Respondent State’s power to regulate is not absolute 

The tribunal in Liberian Eastern Timber Corporation noted that international law can be 

referred to look into the validity of the domestic law.66 The Southern Pacific tribunal noted 

that “even accepting the parties agreed to apply Egyptian law, even this agreement cannot 

exclude direct application of international law in some instances. The Claimant notes that 

therefore, the principles of customary international law can be invoked to analyse whether the 

conduct of the Respondent in bringing the Amendment to the LRE amounted to violation of 

                                                
61 Mobil Investments v Canada, ICSID Case No. ARB(AF)/07/4, para. 134. 
62 Ibid, para. 641. 
63 Saluka Investments BV v Czech Republic, Partial Award, UNCITRAL, 1976. 
64 Teco Guatemala holdings v Guatemala, ICSID Case No. ARB/10/17. 
65 GAMI Investments, Inc v Mexico, Final Award, Ad hoc—UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules; IIC 109 (2004), 15 
November 2004.   
66 Liberian Eastern timber corporation v Liberia (ICSID Case No. ARB/83/2) page 648. 
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FET standard.67 It is submitted that the power to bring an Amendment is not an absolute 

power but is qualified by the principles of customary international law. Rather, the Claimant 

notes that the Amendment is violative of the treaty obligations because the substance and 

effect of amendment is inconsistent with the pre-existing obligations of the state under the 

CB-BIT and under the customary international law.  

Therefore, based upon the principles of law documented hereinabove and their application on 

the factual conspectus of the case, the claimant humbly submits that the actions of the 

respondent have violated the CB-BIT obligations in general and FET obligation in particular. 

IV. THE RESPONDENT CAN BE ORDERED TO RESCIND THE AMENDED LRE ARTICLE 4 

OR TO CONTINUE TO PAY PRE-2013 FEED IN TARIFF TO THE CLAIMANT 

The Claimant submits that the action of the Respondent in bringing the Amendment to the 

Law of Renewable Energy and introducing a systemic overhaul to the entire scheme of 

investments violated the legal obligations of the Respondent State.  

A. The primary standard for reparation for internationally wrongful act is 

restitution  

In International investment disputes, the International Law on State Responsibility becomes 

engaged once it is established that the host state has violated an obligation under international 

law.68 The tribunal in Sergei Paushok69 noted that the three types of remedies available at 

public international law are restitutio in integrum, compensation and satisfaction. Restitution 

has been recognized as the primary remedy in international law. 70 The reason why a relief in 

the form of restitution has primacy over compensatory relief is that the former eliminates the 

wrongful act itself whereas the latter eliminates mere effects of the wrongful act while 

keeping the wrong.71 Furthermore, the power of an arbitral tribunal to award restitution is 

derived from its jurisdiction to decide a case. The fact that some jurisdictional instruments 

specifically grant the power to award restitution does not detract from the customary nature of 

this power. The scope of such powers, however, may be circumscribed in the same 

instruments that grant the jurisdiction or in other instruments, as the parties may agree.72 The 

term ‘juridical restitution’ requires or involves the modification of the legal situation either 

                                                
67 Asian Agriculture Products v Republic of Sri Lanka, ICSID Case No. ARB/87/3. 
68 K Hobér, ‘State Responsibility and Attribution’ in Muchlinski et al 
69 Sergei Paushok v. Government of Mongolia, Para 75, award on Jurisdiction and liability, April 28, 2011 
70 International Law commission articles on internationally wrongful acts , Article 35, commentary (3) In report 
of the international law commission on the work of its fifty third session, UN GAOR,  56th session, UN Doc/ A 
56/ 10 (2001) 
71 Compensation and Restitution in Investor-State Arbitration: Principles and Practice Borzu Sabahi Print 
publication date: 2011 Print ISBN-13: 9780199601189 
72 id 
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within the legal system of the responsible State or in its legal relations with the injured State. 

Such cases include the revocation, annulment or amendment of a constitutional or legislative 

provision enacted in violation of a rule of international law, the rescinding or reconsideration 

of an administrative or judicial measure unlawfully adopted in respect of a the person or 

property of a foreigner or a requirement that steps be taken…for the termination of a treaty.73 

The Dictum in the Chorzow Factory case incorporates the customary international law 

standard of reparation and as was noted in Amoco case, “in spite of the fact that the Chorzow 

Factory case “is nearly sixty years old, this judgment is widely regarded as the most 

authoritative exposé of the principles applicable in this field and is still valid to day”74. The 

fact that the Chorzow dictum is now reflected under customary international law was noted 

by the suez tribunal75 which observed that “Thus the basic standard to be applied is that of 

full compensation (restitutio in integrum) for the loss incurred as a result of the internationally 

wrongful act. This statement represents the accepted standard in customary international law 

and is often supported by reference to the Chorzow Factory case. The tribunal noted that “The 

essential principle contained in the actual notion of an illegal act – a principle which seems to 

be established by international practice and in particular by the decisions of arbitral tribunals 

– is that reparation must, as far as possible, wipe-out all the consequences of the illegal act 

and reestablish the situation which would, in all probability, have existed if that act had not 

been committed. Restitution in kind, or, if this is not possible, payment of a sum 

corresponding to the value which a restitution in kind would bear; the award, if need be, of 

damages for loss sustained which would not be covered by restitution in kind or payment in 

place of it”76 . Further, the tribunal in CMS Gas Transmission v. Argentina77, the Tribunal 

recognized that “restitution is by far the most reliable choice to make the injured party whole 

as it aims at the reestablishment of the situation existing prior to the wrongful act. It is 

submitted that the same standard of reparation is also incorporated in Article 35 of the ILC 

Articles on State Responsibility as well. Lauterpacht’s definition of ‘restitution in integrum 

reads as follows: “That principle means that the injured person is placed in the position he 

occupied before the occurrence of the injurious act or omission; it means that […] not only 

                                                
73 International Law Commission draft articles on law of treaties , II yearbook of International Law commission 
(1996) 
74 Amoco Inter’l Fin. Corp. v. Iran, Partial Award, Iran-U.S. Cl. Trib., No. 310-56-3 (14 July 1987) 
75 Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona S.A v The Argentine Republic ICSID Case No ARB/03/19  
76 Chórzow Factory case (Merits), Germany v. Poland, Judgment of the PCIJ of 13 September 1928, PCIJ Series 
A. Vol 17 at 47 (Exh. C-69) 
77 CMS Gas Transmission Company v. The Republic of Argentina,  ICSID Case No. ARB/01/8 
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the damnum emergens but also the lucrum cessans is taken into consideration78.The Claimant 

submits that if an amendment is brought to the municipal law, which in effect violates 

international law or violates the specific obligations undertaken by the state, or default duties 

applicable upon the state, then the amendment is invalid and in principle restitution in kind 

can be ordered to restore the legal and economic environment to as it stood without illegal 

amendment. This is evident from the Chorzow principle of ‘re-establishing the situation’ as 

noted above. Therefore, in the event of injury suffered as a result of an illegal act, the injured 

Claimant has a right to specific performance unless specific performance is impossible.79 

B. The restitutionary relief can be used to annul sovereign acts and restore the 

legal circumstance to status quo ante 

The Claimant submits that restitution in integrum in the form of cancellation of regulatory 

acts of the sovereign is rare. But, as was noted in Occidental case80, “restitution in kind is a 

valid international law remedy to recover a concession, license or other property unlawfully 

expropriated by the State. As stated by the ICSID tribunal in the Maffezini case81, “the lack of 

precedent is not necessarily determinative of our competence to order provisional measures in 

a case where such measures fall within the purview of the Arbitration Rules and are required 

under the circumstances”. Restitutio in integrum can cancel sovereign actions of the state if 

such sovereign actions violated state’s pre existing obligations. This much has been a fairly 

recognised concept in international investment law and particularly noted is the case of 

TOPCO v Libya82. This is because, as noted in ADC affiliate v Hungary83, a State cannot 

invoke its right to regulate to escape investment obligations. Therefore, the Claimant submits 

that there is overwhelming corpus of jurisprudence in place which supports the concept of 

restitutionary reparation over the standard of compensatory reparation. As already submitted, 

the power of the tribunal flows from the agreement of the parties and also from customary 

international law. Since, the parties to the current proceedings have not expressly limited the 

rules of customary international law applicable to the arbitration proceedings; it applies in its 

entirety. The Claimant submits that its claim of relief is premised upon the argument that the 

content of the amended LRE impregnates that Respondent state with sufficient powers to act 

in an unlawful manner. Therefore, the only primary logical reparation subscribing to the legal 
                                                
78 Occidental Petroleum v Ecuador  (ICSID Case No. ARB/06/11) 
79 Id, para 75 
80 Id para 78 
81 Maffezini v. Spain, supra at paragraph 5. See also Tokios Tokelés v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No. ARB/02/08, 
Procedural Order No. 3  
82  Int’l Arbitral Award, 104 J. Droit Int’l 350 (1977), translated in 17 I.L.M. 1 (1978) 
83 ADC Affiliate Limited and ADC & ADMC Management Limited v The Republic of Hungary, ICSID Case 
No. ARB/03/16 
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standards of reparations documented hereinabove is that of restituio in integrum. Such 

reparation can only be achieved either by way of rescission of the amendment or grant of 

immunity to the Claimant. From the legal principles noted above, if former relief, i.e. 

cancellation of unlawful amendment is possible, the same is to be preferred over immunity. 

Though rare, there are well documented instances wherein the tribunal has granted the remedy 

of restitutio in integrum in the form of restoration of legal situation to status quo ante. In the 

Martini case84 the international tribunal order annulment of a domestic judgment to restore 

legal situation to status quo ante. In Goetz v Burundi85, the tribunal ordered the government to 

either indemnify or revoke the decision to withdraw free zone certificate granted to 

concessionaire. In Nykomb v Latvia86 the tribunal ordered the host state to comply with pre-

existing obligations under the investment contract. In Micula v Romania 87  a claim of 

restitution of legal framework was raised. Again in Sapiem v Bangladesh88 such remedy was 

granted in substance in form of restoration of legal situation, an award. In ATA v Jordon89 

juridical restitution was granted. 

C. the Test of reasonable competence is applicable upon the Respondent 

In TOPCO v Libiya90  the tribunal invited the Libya to perform its obligations under 

international law. In relation to the concept of restitutio in integrum, the tribunal noted that: 

“restitutio in integrum should be discarded when there is absolute impossibility of envisaging 

specific performance, or when an irreversible situation has been created. This does not seem, 

at least until further information is available, to be the case here: so far as this Tribunal can 

determine, the performance of its obligations by the defendant seems to depend on the 

defendant itself and it should, in all likelihood, be possible for the Libyan Government to take 

the necessary measures to restore the situation as postulated by the application of legal 

principles. If, for reasons which would not have been brought to its knowledge, a situation 

irreversible and beyond the will of the parties has been created, this Tribunal can only regret 

that this has not been brought to its knowledge. The Tribunal must note that only the 

defendant could have been in a position to bring forward information tending to establish that 

there was an absolute impossibility, beyond its control, that eliminated the possibility of 

restoring things to the previous state, and the Tribunal can only regret, once again, the default 
                                                
84 Martini Case ( Italy v Venezuela)(1931) 25 Am J Int’nl L 556 
85 Goetz & Ors V Burundi, AWARD, ICSID Case No ARB/95/3 
86  Nykomb Synergetics Technology Holding AB v Latvia,  AWARD, SCC Case No. 118/ 2001 IIC 182 (2003) 
87 Micula & Ors v Romania, Decision on jurisdiction and admissibility, ICSID Case No.ARB/ 05/20 
88 Sapiem SPA v The People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Award, ICSID Case No ARB/05/7 
89 ATA Construction, Industrial and trading company v The Hashemite kingdom of Jordan, Award, ICSID Case 
No. ARB/ 08/02 
90   Int’l Arbitral Award, 104 J. Droit Int’l 350 (1977), translated in 17 I.L.M. 1 (1978) 
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in which the defendant seems to have thought it necessary to take shelter”. The Claimant 

submits that the observations of the TOPCO tribunal are directly applicable to the 

proceedings before the present tribunal. Since, the amendment was not inevitable and 

unavoidable; it was within the Respondent’s powers to restore the situation to status quo ante. 

D. Claim in legal stability can be based upon the inherent nature and objective of 

the municipal law 

In Total tribunal91 noted that “when investor relies on entitlements to stability based upon fair 

and equitable reference to legislation or a regulation of unilateral character, in such cases, the 

investor’s expectations are rooted in a regulation of unilateral character. This type of 

regulation is not shielded from subsequent changes. Notwithstanding this, a claim in stability 

can be based upon the inherently prospective nature of the regulation aimed at providing 

defined framework for future operations. This is the case with regimes applicable to long term 

investments and operations under license and capital intensive utilities” The Claimant submits 

that the test of ‘nature of regulation’ is directly applicable to the LRE and therefore , given the 

nature, substance and objective of LRE, the total tribunal’s dictum of stability is applicable to 

the present arbitral proceedings. Tribunal’s power to order the sovereign state parties to the 

arbitration, specific performance is further reflected in the Gabchikovo Nagymaros Project 

case92 where the tribunal ordered the state parties to the arbitration to negotiate and perform 

other specific tasks. 

E. The Respondent faces no material hardship if restitutionary relief is granted 

It is submitted that a grant of specific reliefs prayed by the Claimant in from of rescission of 

the amended article 4 of LRE, or in alternative to grant immunity to the Claimant from the 

effects of the amendment do not result in any material hardship and neither suffer material 

impossibility. The award of such relief does not prevent the Respondent from addressing the 

economic situation with a subsequent amendment in law which is in conformity with the 

international obligations of the Respondent. Further, Claimant notes that the Article 1 of LRE 

itself incorporates the legal requirement of conformity of LRE with existing legal obligations. 

Therefore, the grant of specific reliefs would not impinge upon the sovereignty of the state. 

The Claimant submits that the plain reading of the proposed objectives for tariff amendment 

scheme itself justifies immunity to the Claimant from the application of Amendments to the 

LRE. Otherwise, the Amendment to LRE would suffer from further vice of arbitrary exercise 

of state powers and blatant violation of core protections available to investors under the 

                                                
91 Total S.A. v The Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No ARB/04/01, paragraph 122 
92 Hungary v Slovakia, judgment [1997] ICJ Rep 7 
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investment law. Claimant submits that when a State is empowered to fix tariff rates, it must 

do so in such a way that the concessionaire is able to recover its operations costs and make 

reasonable returns in the same. The Claimant further submits that the LRE has been 

internationalized due to its object purpose and scope and therefore, the state is subject to 

review of international legal obligations with respect to merits and legitimacy of the 

composition of LRE and its any subsequent amendments.  

Therefore, the claimant humbly submits that the tribunal can order the Respondents to 

rescind the LRE amended Art 4 or to continue to pay the pre-2013 feed-in tariff to 

Claimant. The tribunal is competent to grant such relief and such relief is necessary and 

proper in the facts of the present case. 

 

V. THE CLAIMANTS BASIS FOR CLAIMING AND QUANTIFYING COMPENSATION IS 

APPROPRIATE 

A.  Denial of license to project Alfa under the LRE amounts to a breach of the 

doctrine of Legitimate Expectations and violation of the Fair and Equitable 

Treatment Standard 

The Claimant submits that the Respondent wrongfully denied license to project Alfa in 

violation of international legal obligations of the Respondent State. The Claimant’s basis of 

frustration of legitimate expectations is premised upon the substance of Article 5 of the LRE 

read with Article 3 of the support Regulation. The plain reading of both the provisions shows 

that the existing investments were eligible to get license to operate under the LRE. However, 

the Respondent declined license to Project Alfa on the premise that the support scheme was 

applicable only to future investments. Consequently, the Claimant submits that the denial of 

license to ‘investments already made’ was a breach of legitimate expectations of the Claimant 

to receive a license to operate. Legal certainty is closely related to the concept of legitimate 

expectations93 and an investor expects legal certainty in host state’s conduct. The requirement 

that the law must not be different from that which could be reasonably expected is related to 

the concept of legal certainty.94 In the case of Ireland v Commission of the European 

Communities 95  the court observed that community legislation must be certain and its 

application foreseeable by those subject to it.  

B. Claimant’s valuation of compensation for Project Alfa is appropriate 

                                                
93 August Töpfer &Co. GmbH v Commission of the European Communitie 
94 J. Raitio, The Principle of Legal Certainty in EC Law (Springer Media) Page 200. 
95 Ireland v Commission of the European Communities, Case 325/ 85, [1987] ECR 5041. 
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The claimant is entitled to reparations for the unlawful denial of license to Project Alfa. The 

most elaborately cited legal standard of reparations for unlawful acts is the dictum in the 

Chorzow Factory case.96 The mathematical models for valuation derive from economic and 

financial considerations, not from the legal principles determining a claimant’s right to 

compensation for loss of those revenues.97 It is submitted that for the wrongful denial of 

license to project Alfa, the only form of reparation can be either to grant license to project 

Alfa along with compensation for any loss resulting from denial of license or, if that is not 

possible, placing Alfa in a position it would have been ‘but for’ the denial of license.. It is 

submitted that restitutionary relief has primacy over the compensatory relief98 and in the facts 

of the present case, both the remedies are possible. In LG&E, the Tribunal concluded that “the 

appropriate standard for reparation under international law is “full” reparation as set out by 

the Permanent Court of International Justice in the Chorzów Factory case and as codified in 

Article 31 of the ILC Draft Articles. The Claimant notes that the Respondent has challenged 

the assessment of cash flows for Project Alfa by questioning the assumption of design 

capacity. The Claimant submits that the Respondent’s Expert has committed a fundamental 

error in rejecting the Claimant’s computation for Project Alfa by questioning the project 

capacity projections. It is submitted that the Claimant has the benefit of historical record 

which shows that even after all the economic hardships faced by the Project, it reached an 

additional increment in project capacity of 2.2 percent99. Further, it is submitted that the 

assumption of good business management and sound governance is a legitimate assumption 

necessary and inevitable for valuation. In the case of Lena Goldfields, Ltd. v. U.S.S.R.100,it 

was observed that compensation should equal “the present value, if paid in cash now, of 

future profits which the company would have made and which the Government now can 

make, on the assumption of good commercial management and the best technical skill and up-

to-date development.” The concept of ‘higher valuation’ was further upheld in the case of 

Siemens v Argentina101. Consequently, it is submitted that Project Alfa is entitled to the 

assessed compensation. 

C. Claimant’s assessment for compensation to Project Beta is valid 

The Claimant notes that the expert for the Respondent has admitted that Professor Kovič’s 

assumption that the revenue figure would be the only impact is a reasonable one that the 
                                                
96 Case concerning factory a chorzow ( Germany v Poland), 1928 P.C.I.J. Series A No. 17 (merits) para 125 
97 Aswath Damodaran : Tools and techniques for valuation  11-14 (2d ed. 2002) 
98 TOPCO v Libiya, Int'l Arbitral Award, 104 J. Droit Int'l 350 (1977), translated in 17 I.L.M. 1 (1978) 
99  Paragraph 6, Expert Report of Marko Kovic, Page 50 Moot Proposition 
100  excerpted in 36 CORNELL L.Q. 31, (1950) 
101 Siemens A. G. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No ARB/02/8, Award, Feb. 6, 2007 
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annual operating costs of photovoltaic installations are very low and tend to be fixed costs.102 

The only point of difference between the Claimant and the Respondent is as regards the 

discounting factor. The Claimant has discounted the future cash flows at the Weighted 

Average Cost of Capital (WACC) whereas the Respondent believes that the appropriate 

measure of discounting must be the Claimant’s cost of equity.103 As noted in the ADC Case, 

“However, the governing law might result in a situation where the computation of loss is in 

deviation from the general principles of valuation”. Therefore, while assessing compensation, 

due regard must be given to the legal standard of compensation under customary international 

law and any deviation from the legal standard would render the award insufficient. Therefore, 

the choice of appropriate discounting model must be based upon the standards of law and not 

upon commercial sense only. It is submitted that Kantor, in his seminal work ‘valuation in 

arbitration’ explain the WACC discounting method 104  as an appropriate measure for 

discounting various heads of opportunity cost of capital. The tribunals in Enron Corporation 

v Argentine Republic105 and also in AES Summit v Hungary have upheld the use of WACC as 

legitimate discounting factor. It is further submitted that the Respondent has simply suggested 

an alternative method of valuation of compensation based only upon cost of equity. The 

Respondent has not discussed the flaws, if any, in the use of WACC model of discounting and 

has neither demonstrated how, on legal principles; cost of equity method should be used over 

WACC. Further, cost of equity has rarely been used as a self sustaining discounting model. In 

PSEG Global Inc v. Turkey, the tribunal noted and refused to apply cost of equity for the 

purposes of compensation. The proper approach to arbitration proceedings is to justify or 

analyse the quantitative or qualitative flaws in assessment of discounting factor as could be 

seen from the case of Mercer International.106 Therefore, it should be noted that the Claimant 

is a significantly leveraged enterprise having significant cost of debt and in such 

circumstance; exclusion of cost of debt from its projected earnings is unreasonable and fails 

to subscribe to the recognised legal standards of compensation. 

D.  Claimants assessment of compensation for twelve photovoltaic projects is 

accurate 

The Claimant submits that the expert for claimant has proposed two alternate set of valuations 

for compensation. First, is the assessment of damages based upon the value of the capital 

                                                
102 Paragraph 9, expert report of Juanita Primeo 
103 id 
104 Mark Kantor, Valuation in arbitration, Kluwer Law International, 2008 
105 Enron Corporation and Ponderosa Assets, L.P. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/01/3  
106 Mercer International v Government of Canada ICSID CASE NO. ARB (AF)/12/3 
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assets and in alternative, the second assessment is based upon the assessment of but for future 

cash flows. It is submitted that the Respondents claim of mitigating factors cannot be used for 

the purposes of assessing the claim of compensation for value of the assets. The claimants 

submit that the treaty standard of compensation for expropriation would be inapplicable in the 

present case since the claim is not based upon lawful expropriation. The nature of alleged 

mitigating factors as asserted by the Respondent cannot be taken into consideration by the 

claimant as such a justification for denial of compensation is untenable and illogical. For 

example, rather than selling the tangible asset to third party the claimant can itself make use 

of such assets in alternate ventures. This would mean that the tangible assets would retain 

economic value even for the claimant. But, this retained economic value would not destroy 

the claimant’s analysis of compensation based upon value of tangible assets. This is because 

the state measure in amending the LRE undisputedly impaired the expected economic value 

of the enterprise and if the effect of such measure was to bring the entire development to 

closure, it amounts to absolute loss of value for the claimant. Further, ‘resale value’ cannot be 

the standard of legitimate mitigating factor in the present case because such mitigating factor 

would be indeterminate and would be based upon the alternate application of tangible 

resources. Under the rule of law and legal certainty, the state liability cannot be premised 

upon such standard as in cases of perfectly liquid assets, the state might be able to claim no 

monetary liability or marginal liability.  This would also be contrary to the dictum in chorzow 

factory case where the state is responsible for making full reparations for wrongful acts. A 

necessary corollary to this principle would be that the state cannot take benefit of the efforts 

of the claimant in mitigating the loss and then claim proportionate reduction of liability on the 

claim of proportionate deduction or mitigation of harm. Therefore, the Respondent's 

understanding of mitigating factors is erroneous. As regards the alternate measure of 

compensation, it is to be noted that the Respondent has confirmed that the assessment of 

project capacity at twenty one percent is a reasonable assumption107 further, in footnote 28 of 

the Primeo report it is noted that project Beta was in fact able to operate beyond its design 

capacity108. At the bare minimum, this discloses that the claimant corporation had sufficient 

expertise to operate projects at its design capacity and reasonably project the design capacity. 

Further, the tribunal must note that the expert for the Respondent has only expressed 

‘concern’ without sufficiently challenging the valuation inputs of the claimant's assessment109. 

                                                
107 Para 12 , Primeo Report. 
108footnote 28, Primeo Report. 
109 Para 12, Primeo Report 
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Claimant submits that this averment of the Respondent is a generic submission and does not 

sufficiently challenge the calculation inputs of the claimant. The generic submissions fail to 

stand the test of specification and certainty of legal procedure. 

It is further submitted that the assumption by the claimant that the proposed twelve 

photovoltaic projects would be completed on time and would operate at their design capacity 

is a reasonable and necessary assumption for purposes of valuation. Without This assumption 

the future cash flows would become indeterminate and would amount to shot in the dark. 

Most of the rules of evidence whether applicable to commercial or investment arbitration will 

be the same110 and can be applicable in both the cases. Therefore, the only substantive basis of 

Respondent's challenge to claimant’s assessment of damages is based upon the similar dispute 

of discounting factor as was raised in regards to project Beta. The claimant reiterates the 

substantive legal averments regarding the discounting factor. It is submitted that cost of 

equity cannot be used as a self sustaining discounting model as this model of discounting fails 

on the standard of financial wisdom and legal principles. Use of mere cost of equity as 

discounting factor suffers from ‘valuation myopia’. For example, an unleveraged enterprise 

might invite equity at cheaper rate and then subsequently invite debt capital. Therefore, in all 

cases, it cannot be said that the cost of equity has in-fact adjusted to, and reflects the cost of 

debt as well since debt could be separately invited later. In a very recent investment 

arbitration decision of Teco Guatemala Holdings v Guatemala 111 , where facts were 

concurrent to those of current proceedings, the arbitral tribunal overwhelmingly used WACC 

to value the amount of damages. Finally, the claimant quotes the prof Stewart Myers in 

Phillips Petroleum Co. v Iran112 that “market value of an asset equals its expected cash flow 

in future discounted to present value at opportunity cost of capital. 

E. Claimant’s computation of loss for follow on projects is justified 

The compensation case for follow on projects must be premised upon dual basis for 

compensation and upon concept of abstract loss of profits. The Respondents has rebutted the 

computation of damages under this head as ‘unsupported speculation’. In reaching this 

conclusion, the expert cited the absence of any tangible evidence in form of concrete 

documentation or any business action in pursuance of the alleged ‘future goal’.113 The 

claimant humbly submits that such understanding of the Respondent is misplaced. The very 

                                                
110 Chiara Giorgetti, Litigating International Investment Disputes: A Practitioner's Guide (2010). 
111 Teco Guatemala Holdings v Guatemala (ICSID Case No. ARB/10/17). 
112 Phillips Petroleum Co. v Iran, para. 60. 
113 Ibid.  
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fact that these endeavors were long term future goals114 means that there might not be any 

present action in relation to these efforts therefore non procurement of tangible asset cannot 

be used as a conclusive proof of absence of such long term goal however, its presence would 

inevitably support the existence of such goal. In Amoco International Finance Corporation v 

Iran115, the tribunal noted that “damages are not necessarily limited to value of undertaking at 

moment of dispossession” and the tribunal in Joseph Charles lemire116 noted that the damages 

suffered by the claimant can be difference between the actual value and the hypothetical but 

for value that would have existed sans the breach. Further, at paragraph 248, the tribunal 

noted that “once causation has been established and it has been proved that the party indeed 

suffered a loss, lesser certainty is required to prove actual amount of damages”. At paragraph 

249, the tribunal in Lemire notes that “to establish damages, the tribunal will have to 

inevitably accept certain assumptions. There is no denial that calculation of damages requires 

some amount of conjecture. But, the difficulty in calculation cannot deprive an investor who 

has suffered injury to seek compensation of his rights. It is humbly submitted that the 

claimant’s basis for compensation under this head of damages is in conformity with the ‘full 

compensation’ principle in chorzow factory case. The ‘full compensation’ legal standard of 

compensation must inevitably include compensation for loss of ability to generate cash flows 

in future. It is submitted that the Respondent’s conduct in amending the LRE scheme to its 

present state makes the scheme and investments there under highly unsustainable and 

uncertain. There is absolute extinguishment of ability to foresee returns in the future and the 

entire sector has become stagnated and averse to innovation. Under this scheme, the 

investor’s ability to invest in longer run has been considerably impacted. It is submitted that 

for the future projects, the cheaper technology could have acted as an incentive to invest since 

the investor would be able for the first time to recover returns which were not based upon 

regulatory stagnation and the investor could take maximum advantage of scientific innovation 

to increase profits without increasing costs at the consumer end. However, the actions of the 

Respondent extinguishes the commercial expectations and therefore, the Respondent is liable 

to make due reparations for the same. 

 

 

  

                                                
114 Paragraph 28, Procedural order No. 2. 
115 Iran-US Claims Tribunal, Amoco Int‘l Finance Corp. v. Iran, 15 IRAN-U.S. C.T.R. 
116 Joseph Charles Lemire v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No ARB/06/18. 
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

 

For the aforementioned reasons, Claimant respectfully asks the Tribunal to find that:  

1. It has jurisdiction over the submitted claims;  

2. The Respondent State has breached its obligations under the BIT, in particular the Fair 

and Equitable Standard Treatment Standard; 

3. The actions of the Respondent State cannot be exempted on the basis that they were 

‘necessary’; 

4. The Respondent State must be continue to pay the pre-2013 feed-in tariff to the 

Claimants; and  

5.  The Claimant’s basis for claiming and quantifying compensation is appropriate.  

Respectfully submitted by 

ZORICIC 

On behalf of Claimant Vasiuki LLC. 

 


